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TOWER AND SMOCK MILLS 

The CAP MILL, which term encompasses both TOWER and SMOCK MILLS, was a logical but 
late development from the POST MILL It consists of a fixed tower of masonry or timber, with a 
timber cap which contains the windshaft and is the only part of the windmill that turns to face the 
wind. 

The early tower mill was short, with a triangular cap and a windshaft mounted horizontally. The 
tower was cylindrical in shape, because of building technology of the day. Because of the horizontal 
windshaft used at the time, it also meant that the sails would only clear the sides of the tower if the 
walls were vertical. These towers were normally of only two or three floors, to enable the common 
sails to be set from the ground and for the cap to be winded by the manual methods then prevalent 

Later, when windshafts were inclined, the towers were built with a BA TIER This gave the mill 
greater stability and allowed the tower to be increased in height. It also permitted a smaller cap to 
be built, giving better airflow behind the sails. 

The material in which the English builder excelled, was wood. With the introduction of batter, 
timber could be used in the construction of smock mills. (Some of the earliest mills listed as towers, 
were in fact smock mills.) Tower mills, though, became more widespread again when the cost of 
timber made locally obtainable stone and brick ci1eaper to use. The expense of constantly replacing . 
rotting wooden structures, too, made smocks uneconomical. 

However, wooden smock mills continued to be built in the southern counties of Kent, East 
Sussex, Surrey and Essex. While brick was used in the South and Midlands, 1o build tall tower mills, 
stone predominated in the North of England. 



Below: EARLY TYPE of TOW.ER MILL. 
A tower mill with a round, BARREL shape and 
no BA TIER to the verti.cal, painted-stone wans 
of three-storeys. It has a large, TRIANGULAR 
CAP, four CANVAS clad, COMMON SAILS, 
and manual winding by an ENDLESS CHAIN 
and Y-WHEEL, from a TAIL-BOX at the rear 
Ashton Mill, Chapel Allerton, Somerset. 

T 0 W E R & S ~1 0 C K WINDMILLS 

Right 
MID PERIOD TYPE of 
TOWER MILL. 
Tower mill of four-storeys, 
with a distinct BATTER to 
its tarred brick walls, 
allowing a smaUer and more 
aerodynamic OGEE CAP to 
befrt:ted. 

Ellis' Mill, Lincoln, Lincolnshire. 

Right: 
LA TE PERIOD TYPE of 
TOWER MILL. 
Tower mill of six-storeys, with 
a strong BA TIER to its brick 
walls. It has an OGE:E CAP, 
four PATENT SAILS and a 
FANTAIL The height allows 
larger sails to be fitted for more 
power and more storage room. 

Buttrum's Mill, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk. 

Left: AN OCTAGONAL 
SMOCK MILL with eight sides 
of White WEATHERBOARD, a 
ROUND CAP, four canvas or 

COMMON SAILS, winded by a 
FANTAIL and standing on a 
single-storey brick ROUNDEL 
Cherry Clack Mill, 
Punnetts Town, East Sussex 

Right A HEXAGONAL 
SMOCK MILL with six sides 
of tarred WEATHERBOARD, 
with a POSTMILL or KENT 
CAP, four PATENT SAILS 
and a FANTAIL. It stands on 
a single-storey, tarred - brick 
BASE, with a wide STAGE 
at the first floor level. 
Heme Mill, Kent. 
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THE TOWER MILL 

The first TOWER MILLS were built with vertical walls, giving them a BARREL shape. However, 
this had the inherent weakness of tending to spread outwards and split with the downward 
pressures exerted. This was partially overcome by building the walls thicker, but many had to be 
reinforced by binding them with IRON BANDS. 

Later when building towers with a batter was possible, these also had a built-in weakness. If 
all the windows and doors were placed one above the other, a split could develop along the line of 
these openings. In spite of this, towers continued to be constructed in this fashion, though the walls 
were built thicker, with ties by each aperture, to overcome the fundamental flaw. 

Some towers were built of less stable material, such as flint and rubble, and encased in an 
outer layer of brick. Others used material common in local building, such as clunch and ashlar. 

Some examples of local material used in building tower mills. 
left: Centre: 
FLINT AND BRICK LIMESTONE. 
West Meon Mill, Hampshire. Aycliffe Mill, Durham. 

Right: 
SANDSTONE. 
Wymondham Miil, Leicester. 



Below, left: Untarred red brick 
Wilton Mill, Wiltshire. 

Below left: Tarred Brick 
Ellis ' Mill, Uncoln, Uncolnshire. 

••~,~~~~c-1A~b~oMve&..: Tower of LOCAL LIMESTONE. 
Heage Mill, Derbyshire. 

!&ft: 
BRICK tower covered by WOOD SHINGLES 

Morcott Mill, Leicestershire. 

Below. centre: Red brick ·with remains of tarring. 
Stansted Mountfitchet Mill, Essex. 

Below. centre: Painted Brick. 
Trader Mill, Sibsey, Uncolnshire. 

Below. right Local burnt brick. 
Banner Mill, Quainton, Bucks. 

Below. right: Painted, rendered brick. 
Marsh Mill, Thornton Le Cleveleys, -Lancashire. 
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Towers, normally, were built of local material, and tapered to the CURB at the top. Most mills 
had the last few courses CORBELLED out for extra strength at the point of greatest strain. The 
majority are circular, but there are a few examples of octagonal towers. 

This, though, was often due to its having been built on to the BASE of an old smock mill, which 
it had replaced. The great advantage of the tower over both the smock and post mills, is that it is 
more weatherproof. 

The materials used in building the tower varied little from BRICK or STONE, or a mixture of the 
two. They are often further protected from the weather by being TARRED, PAINTED or cement
rendered on the outside. Additional protection was given by being TILE-HUNG or having IRON 
PLATES fixed over the walls. On occasion, only the sides facing the prevailing wind and rain were 
so covered. 

As the towers grew taller, a STAGE became essential to reach the STRIKING GEAR, to set the 
sails, and for maintenance and repairs. This will be dealt with elsewhere. 

I ----

-
Above. left: RENDERED BRICK. 
Gibraltar Mill, Gt. Bardfield, Essex. 

Right TARRED, IRON SHEET OVER BRICK. 
Jack Mill, Clayton, West Sussex. 

Above centre: SANDSTONE. 
Nutboume Mill, West Sussex 

Above centre: PAtN'TED STONE. 
Ashton Mill, Chapel Allerton, Somerset . . 

Above. right LIMESTONE. 
Pontesbury Mill, Shropshire. 

Above. right : RED SUSSEX~ TILE HUNG. 
Boxgrove Mill, Ha/naker, West Sussex. 
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THE SMOCK MILL 

The tower of the SMOCK MILL is usually built around six or eight large timber CANT POSTS 
(depending on the number of sides to the smock - eight is the more normal). A very few, though, 
are ten or twelve sided. 

The cant posts rest on, and are fixed to CILLS, or timber plates, on top of the BASE. These 
slope inwards towards the top, where they are joined by a circular timber track, or CURB, on which 
the CAP turns. The slope, or BA TIER, of the smock is important, as it gives the tower great 
strength. 

TIE BEAMS brace the cant posts together and these support the two main transverse timbers, 
or BINDERS, at each floor level. The binders on one floor are at right angles to those on the 
adjoining floors. They carry the FLOOR JOISTS, which in tum are covered by the FLOOR BOARDS. 
STRADDLE BEAMS, smaller than the binders, are fitted at right angles to them and join the cant 
posts, to support the outer framework. 

Between the cant posts at each floor, vertical STUDS with diagonal BRACES, form a panel ·or 
QUARTER On these are fixed the external boarding, normally of WEATHER-BOARD or SHIPLAP. · 
A further layer again protects this outer covering from the weather. Variously, TAR, WHITE LEAD 
PAINT, IRON SHEETS or MAROUFLAGE (canvas well saturated with tar or white-lead paint) are 
used. 

The sides are pierced at each floor for windows. Two doors are positioned at opposite sides 
to give access, no matter where the sails may be. Sometimes, an additional, single door is placed 
at WEIGHING FLOOR level. There is usually a platform and SACK SLIDE outside it, for loading the 
GRIST CART or MEAL WAGGON. 

The great failing in smock mills is the tendency for the tower to distort, causing the curb to 
become uneven or oval and the CAP to jam. A little decay in the joints can cause the trouble .. It is 
temporarily cured by renewing the wood and by using Tl E RODS. 

The cant posts, too, can cause problems. The pressure at the sills is outwards and downwards. 
To overcome this, the cants are often bracketed to the brickwork at the bottom at each comer, to 
prevent excessive outward pressure. 

A serious weak point is the join in the weatherboard at each comer. The boards should be 
staggered and all joints must be well protected. LEAD or marouflage are the most common 
materials for covering the joints in the external weatherboard. Boards, too, must be overlapped 
sufficiently to prevent rain being blown in between them. A third of overlap is considered an essential 
minimum. 

Left: WHITE PAINTED WEATHERBOARD. Right: TARRED WEATHERBOARD. 
Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. Herringfleet Mill, Suffolk. 



Above. left: The bottom of a CANT POST (2) resting on the 
WALL PLATES or GILL (3) at the base of the smock tower. 

Above. left: The CANT POSTS (9) are joined by a TIE BEAM (10), 
which supports the BINDER ( 11) carrying the FLOOR JOISTS ( 12). 
These have the FLOOR BOARDS laid over them. 

Above. right: The top of the CANT POST ( 1) joined to 
the timbers of the CURB, at the top of the smock tower. 

Below. riaht: A CANT POST (4), and part of a BINDER (5) 
with a TIE BEAM (6). The vertical STUDS (7), and a diagonal 
BRACE (8), support the exterior WEATHERBOARD claddin . 

THE $]\10CK MILL All above examples at: 
Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

Left: This CANT POST has been cut through its length at 
some time in the past, in order to dismantle the mill to move 
it elsewhere. Upon re-erection, the two parts of the post are 
joined together with bolts. The split in the post has been 
highlighted at (2) in the photograph. Ripple Mill, Kent. 
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THE BASE 

The BASE of the smock mill fulfils three objectives: it protects the timbers from contact with 
the damp earth; it provides extra storage space and room for ancillary machinery; and it raises the 
mill above obstructions at ground level, such as trees and buildings, which would affect the flow of 
the wind. 

Bases vary from a few courses of brick - when it is known as a SI LL BASE - to three storeys 
in height. Though the normal shape is OCTAGONAL, some are SIX-SIDED, ROUND or SQUARE. 
The base must be strong enough to take the enormous weights and downwards and outwards 
pressures of the entire min, and are often several feet thi.ck. Though almost exclusively built of brick, 
a coating of either tar or paint further protects the walls. 

The base normally has two DOORS, one on either side of the mm. Some bases are exiended 
beyond the walls of the smock to form a ROUNDEL, the roof of which can make a ST AGE or 
LOADING PLATFORM. 

A BASEMENT is sometimes incorporated under the base for extra space. 

\ 

Above: Single-storey, tarred brick base. 
Upminister Mill, Havering, London. 

Below: Ten-sided, two-storey tarred brick base. 
Wicken Mill, Cambridgeshire. 

Centre: Two-storey tarred b_rick base. 
Field Mill, Charing, Kent. 

Below: Square, two-storey, tarred brick base. 
Willesborough Mill, Ashford, Kent. 

Above right: 

Three-storey, tarred brick base 
Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 
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THE STAGE 

The STAGE became necessary as larger towers were built, so that COMMON SAILS could be 
tended. These were built wide enough to reach the extremities of the sails. With the coming of 
PATENT SAILS many stages were removed (as they were no longer necessary) or made narrower. 

Stages are usually either of wood or of iron, or a combination of the two supported by iron 
BRACKETS and diagonal braces. Wood or iron RAILINGS are often very decorative as well as 
functional. 

In Kent, the smaller mills with single storey bases, use wooden uprights set in the ground to 
support the stage. 

The two doors of the smock tower normally lead directly onto the stage. Sometimes, though, 
there may be a step down to its floor and, occasionally, an external ladder is fitted to a low stage. 

Where a mm has a roundel built around its base,. the roof of this building would serve as a 
stage. 



WROUGHT IRON ST AGES Above: - at ·West Winch Mill, Norfolk, . .. . . . . . .. .. . at Skidby Mill, Humberside, .... . ..... .. . 

Below: .. .. ... at Hoyle 's Mill, Alford, Lincolnshire .... .. ....... .... . and at Trader Mill, Sibsey, Unco/nshire. 

Above left: WIDE, TARRED WOOD STAGE with wood supports. 
Upminister Mill, Havering, London. 

Above. left: A WIDE WOOD STAGE, with wood supports and 
an iron Rail. King's Mill, Shipley, West Sussex. 

THE STAGE. 

Below. left: WIDE ST AGE, with simple RAIL and supports, on 
the roof of ROUNDEL, built as an extension to the mill BASE. 

Cherry Clack Mill, Punnetts Town, East Sussex. 

Above. right: WIDE, WOOD STAGE with double rail and-external access 
Wilton Mill, Wiltshire. 

Above. right: WOOD ST AGE with DE CORA TiVE RAIL. 
Oare Mill, Kent. 

Below right A typical, low KENTISH ST AGE, with vertical wooden 
supports from ground level. Lower Mill, Woodchurch, Kent. 

Below right A NARROW STAGE, of wood and iron 
with ornamental wrought iron supporting BRACKETS. 

Jack Mill, Clayton, West Sussex. 
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THE CAP 

The crowning glory of the mill is the CAP and, next to the SAILS, is its most vulnerable feature. 
Its function is to protect the heavy timbers and machinery housed in the tower, and to pivot to tum 
the sails into the wind. 

The CAP FRAME has two large, horizontal beams or SHEER TREES, which run from front to 
rear of the cap. Connecting them is the WEATHER or BREAST BEAM in the front and the TAIL 
BEAM, at the rear. These carry the NECK and TAIL BEARINGS of the WINDSHAFT, respectively. 

In the centre, supporting the top bearing of the UPRIGHT SHAFT, is another horizontal timber, 
the SPRATTLE BEAM. 

Below the frame are five to eight pieces of timber, braced to the sheers by joists called 
PUNCHEONS, which form the CAP CIRCLE. Other SPARS and GIRTHS complete the frame. 

The cap, itself, is made up of shaped RAFTERS connected by a RIDGE PIECE and braced by 
GIRTHS. Boards cover it, often laid as a double layer. Some types of caps have these boards 
extended down, to form a PETTICOAT to protect the top of the tower from the weather. 

To waterproof the cap, the outer boards are painted, tarred or covered in marouflage or tin; 
alternatives are thatch, tiles or wood shingles, copper, fead or iron plates. Modem materials used 
in restoration are aluminium or fibre glass. 

Above the windshaft, a STORM HATCH gives access to the sails at the breast. Through a 
similar hatch at the rear, the FANTAIL can be reached. 

On occasion, porch-like extensions with hinged doors, known as PENTHOUSES, are built over 
the openings at either, or both, ends. 

In East Anglia and bordering counties1 a narrow walkway or GALLERY, is built round the cap. 
This enables work to be carried out on the cap with ease, but they disturb the airflow behind the 
sails. 

When a FANTAIL is mounted, the cap sheer trees are extended to the rear of the cap to carry 
it. Their ends are connected by a timber called the CAP PIECE. If a FAN STAGE is required" the 
sheers are extended still further, with joists between them and boards placed on top to form a 
platform. 



Rear of the Cap 

THE CAP 

Right and below: 
The RIDGE RAFTERS a.nd FRAMEWORK of the CAP. 
The JOIST, at the far right, is a SHEER TREE (4). There are two, 
making up the cap frame, one on each side, and they are joined 
at the rear by the TAIL BEAM (5). The SPRA TILE BEAM (8)joins 
the SHEER TREES (4) at the front, on either side of the cap. The 
CAP CIRCLE (6) braces the two timbers at the rear. Behind it is 
the CAP PIECE (7), which also joins the SHEERS and supports 
and strengthens the frame. The SPRATTLE BEAM (8) in the 
foreground, supports the FAN SHEERS (9) which rise diagonally 
from it and extend out of the cap at the rear to form the FAN
STAGE supporting the FANTAIL These SHEERS rest on upright 
timbers, supported on the TAIL BEAM. Ripple Mill, Kent. 

Left: 
ROOF TIMBERS of the CAP showing 

the RIDGE PIECE (1). and the curved 
RAFTERS (2) connected across the 
top by GIRTHS (3) and clad externally 
in WEATHERBOARD. 

Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

Front of the Cap 

"' \ .. 
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CAP STYLES 

Caps vary greatly in shape, there being strong regional designs, though migrant millwrights 
confused this pattern. 

The simplest is the TRIANGULAR cap, which is probably also the earliest. In its straight form, 
as found in the western counties of England, the triangular variety is a large cap. The variations to 
this type, in the north west, are known as WIRRAL and FYLDE CAPS, after the local Districts. 

The commonest form is the GABLE, which comes in several disguises. Similar to the gable 
cap, though smaller, is the KENTISH cap. This resembles the top of a POST MILL and is 
widespread south of the Thames and in Essex. These give the pest protection to the windshaft and 
the top of the tower, but are aerodynamically unsatisfactory. 

A further variation on the gable is the BOAT cap, common in Norfolk and parts of East Anglia. 
These resemble an upturned boat, and have many subtle variations within their style. 

Like the Kent cap, the boat cap gives the tower good protection but is more aerodynamic than 
the Kent. 

While many boat caps have GALLERIES, the Kent and other gable types never do. Boat caps, 
also, often have petticoats, unlike the other forms of gable caps. 

The most elementary alternative to the triangufar roof is the ROUND cap, protecting the round . 
tower. Variants within the style are the CONICAL or CONE caps which can come completely 
circular, or segmented, to become octagonal at their lower end. 

A logical development of the cone is the DOME or BEEHIVE cap, which demands a 
considerable degree of skill in its construction. Some are quite ROUND, with no peak at all. 

All these caps require a petticoat extension to protect the tower, sometimes incorporated as 
an integral part of the cap. They nearly always carry a gaUery, which rather defeats the fact that 
round caps have the best airflow potentisl. 

Visually, the finest is undoubtedly the OGEE cap, with those of Lincolnshire claiming pride of 
place. Unfortunately they do not provide sufficient protection to the front and rear of the cap frame. 

The shape of the ogee varies distinctly, ranging from the rather squat, though picturesque, 
through those with an outward flare at the base. The most elegant have an inward curve with an 
unmistakable onion look. 

A slender FINIAL, surmounted by a BALL or DECORATIVE top, invariably crowns these caps. 
They usually require a petticoat (though the reverse curve style forms its own petticoat), and 
normally have galleries. 

All these forms can vary greatly within their own style, in their size and depth. 



Above. left: TRIANGULAR CAP of horizontally laid, tarred 
boards, with a WEATHER COCK. The TAIL BOX at the 
rear encloses the CHAIN WHEEL for MANUAL WINDING. 

Ashton Mill, Chapel Allerton, Somerset. 

Above right A thatched TRIANGULAR CAP with a 
WEATHER COCK, and a TAIL BOX for the MANUAL 
WINDING mechanism. 

Stembridge Mill, High Ham, Somerset. 

TRIANGUIAR CAPS 

Below. left: FYLDE CAP of tarred, horizontally laid, 
boards and a vertical boarded PETTICOAT. 

Clifton Mill, Lancashire. 

Below left: White, weatherboard KENTISH CAP. 
Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

Below. right: WIRRAL CAP of tarred, horizontally laid, 
boards and a recessed PETIICOA T. 

Little Marton Mill, Lancashire. 

POST ~ULL or KENTISH CAPS 
Below : Tarred, weatherboard KENTISH CAP. 

C~ntre: Black Mill, Whitstable, Kent Right Meopham Mill, Kent 



Above. left: An UPTURNED BOAT CAP with a KEEL. 
BREAST BOARDS extend beyond the sides and a 
vertical boarded PETTICOAT runs all round the cap. 

Bil/in d Mill Norn lk. 

Below left: A ROUND CAP of painted sheet-steel with an 
ornamental FINIAL, a wooden HALF-GALLERY and an 
integral PETTICOAT. Watsrhall Mill, Patcham, West Sussex. 

Above right A horizontal boarded BOAT CAP with a deep bulge to the 
SIDE BOARDS. The PETTICOAT has vertical boards on two sides and 
horizontal boards at the t>reast and tail, with lead flashing at the top joints. 

Stock Mill, Essex. 

BOAT CAPS 

Left: A white, horizontal boarded, deep BOAT CAP with a 
vertical-boarded PETTICOAT and a timber-and-iron GALLERY, 
on a tarred-brick tower mill. Mutton's Mill, Ha/vergate, Norfolk. 

Left: A tarred, horizontal boarded BOAT CAP with a deep 
KEEL, and integral PETTICOAT, but no GALLERY, on a 
white painted, brick tower mill. 

Gibraltar Mill, Great Bardfield, Essex. 

ROUND CAPS 

Below right: ROUND CAP of tarred copper, with no FINIAL 
or GALLERY on a white painted brick tower. 

Pakenham Mill, Suffolk. 



Above left: A ROUND CAP of painted aluminium with a 
vertical boarded PETTICOAT and an iron GALLERY. 
This was a one-off design built from 

old bus bodies. 
Cherry Clack Mill, 
PunnettsTow~. ~ 
WestSussex ~ 

Above. left: A MAROUFLAGE. covered, BEEHIVE CAP 
with a black, BALL FINIAL Terling Mill, Essex 

Above. riaht: Unique, very large, ROUND CAP of aluminium-sheathed board 
with an ornamental FINIAL and a rear PENT- HOUSE, with internal WINDING 
by a manual WINCH. Chesterton Mill, Warwickshire. 

ROUND CAPS (cont). 
:__----..-:-iiil~ 

Above. right A white, vertical boarded BEEHIVE CAP 
with an ACORN FINIAL Thelnetham Mill, Suffolk. 

CONICAL or BEEHIVE CAPS 

Below le~ A tarred copper BEEHIVE CAP with a 
white, BALL FINIAL and a TAIL PENTHOUSE. 
Collis' Mill, Great Thurlow, Suffolk. 

Right: A s allow, white, 
aluminium, DOME CAP 
with an OVAL FINIAL, 
and a vertical boarded 
PETTICOAT fitted below 
the FULL GALLERY. 
John Webb's Mill, 

Thaxted, Essex. 

Right: A white1 horizontal boarded, 
BEEHIVE CAP with a decorative FINIAL, 
a vertical boarded, full PETTICOAT and 

a TAIL PENTHOUSE. 
Bardwell Mill, Suffolk. 

Below right: An octagonal, CONE CAP of MAROUFLAGE covered oard, 
a black, BALL FINIAL, a decorative, vertical-boarded PETTICOAT and 

BREST and TAIL PENTHOUSES. Kings Mill, Shipley, West Sussex. 



Above. left: A copper, OGEE CAP with an ornamental FINIAL, a 
decorative, vertical-boarded PETIICOAT and a TAIL PENTHOUSE. 

lbstone Mill, Turville, Buckinghamshire. 

Above left: A white, horizontal boarded OGEE CAP with a BALL FINIAL, 
a vertical boarded PETIICOAT, a wooden FULL GALLERY and BREAST 
and TAIL PENTHOUSES. Buttrum's Mill, Woodbridge, Suffolk 

Above. riaht: An OGEE CAP restored in glass-fibre resin, 
with a slender BALL FINIAL and a wooden PART-GALLERY. 

Catte/l's Mill, Willingham, Cambridgeshire. 

Above right: A white, sixteen-sided OGEE CAP of flat boards, 
with a BALL FINIAL, an integral PETIICOAT and a TAIL 
PENTHOUSE. Boxgrove Mill, Halnaker, West Sussex. 

Left: A white, vertical-boarded, typical OGEE CAP 
with an integral, incurved PETTICOAT, a slender 
FINIAL surmounted by a black BALL, and a 
CORBELLED CURB to the brick tower. 

Ellis' Mill, Lincoln, Lincolnshire. 

OGEE CAPS 
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GALLERIES 

Galleries come in HALF, THREE-QUARTER or FULL versions depending on their length. They 
are erected to enable servicing of the cap to be carried out. However, this defeats the object of 
having an aerodynamic cap, as they cause air turbulence themselves. 

All caps, except perhaps the post mill type,. carry a certain amount of decoration, such as 
scafloped petticoats, acorn finials or decorative railings to their galleries. Many early triangular caps 
sport a weathercock or pennant Before the coming of the fantail, this was an aid to show the 
direction from which the wind was blowing, to wind the mill by hand. 

Below:. A timber and iron THREE-QUARTER 
GALLERY, with a single, iron HANDRAIL. 
Upminister Mill, Havering, London. 

Right: A timber SEMI-GALLERY with a full BALUSTRADE. 
Cattel/'s Mill, Willingham, Cambridgeshire. 

Left: A timber FULL GALLERY 
with a wooden HANDRAIL 
Buttrum's Mill, Woodbridge, Suffolk. 

~ 

Af:Jove: A timber, HALF GALLERY with a wooden 
full BALUSTRADE and HANDRAIL. 

PakenhamMill, Suffolk. 


